A differential diagnosis of acute onset neck pain includes vascular etiologies such as vessel wall dissection and vasculitis and nonvascular entities including head and neck inflammation, sialadenitis and cervical spine degeneration. An overlooked clinicoradiological vascular etiology of acute cervical pain is carotidynia; recently described by the self-explanatory acronym TIPIC. [1] Although a rare entity, the clinicoradiological presentation of TIPIC is classic and consistent. Patients have distinctive acute pain directly at the level of the carotid bifurcation with eccentric perivascular inflammatory (PVI) soft tissue on imaging as the most striking feature described. Some patients have mild associated narrowing of the lumen without hemodynamic abnormality.
Prior case reports theorized that the perivascular changes represent inflammation. [2, 3] Excellent response to anti-inflammatory medication, occasional reports of ipsilateral lymph node enlargement and/or bordering pharyngolaryngeal inflammation and mild elevation of inflammatory markers like ESR and CRP support this conjecture. exclusion of alternative vascular or nonvascular diagnosis with imaging and finally; improvement within 2 weeks which is either spontaneous or as a response to anti-inflammatory treatment. [4, 5] Knowledge and diagnosis of this uncommon but consistent clinicoradiological entity is constructive; as it responds well to medical treatment with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents and high doses of aspirin. The condition is known to be self-limiting. Misdiagnosis as dissection or atherosclerosis is common and unfortunate as it can potentially trigger a regrettable cascade of anxiety and unnecessary further investigations.
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